Host AGM_Sergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Artemis 10010.27>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Mr_Brinstien says:
::Putting out food for his esteemed guests::
Host CO_Ross says:
@::relaxes reading his wife's subspace messages in his quarters::
CEO_Russel says:
::walking down a street, on Risa.::
XOMcMer says:
::On Risa, in a certain secluded valley, crawling out of a tent...then stopping to admire the view, yet again...::
FCO_Teasley says:
::walks down the hall::
SO_Katie says:
::finishes getting ready to o out again, looks into the mirror::
Host Peddler says:
::walks up to the CEO:: CEO : Hey!! Pssst!
CEO_Russel says:
Peddler:  Yes?
CSO_Bryn says:
::turns over to curl into someone who is not there, grumbles in her sleep::
Host Peddler says:
CEO : You came from long voyage, yes?? Need to relax??
CNS_Farrel says:
::Dressed in a white bathing suite, walking around the village, enjoying the bright sun::
FCO_Teasley says:
::walks to Katie's room::
CEO_Russel says:
::smiles:: Peddler:  That's what I'm here for.
TO_Tpal says:
::in quarters meditating::
XOMcMer says:
::Hearing grumbling, looks back into tent, seeing a bare foot sticking out from the covers, starts to lightly tickle it...::
Host Peddler says:
CEO : Well.. I got just thing... Come.. Come with me...
Mr_Brinstien says:
::Notices his son..entering the bar...hands him a plate....and tells him to go to the kitchen..and order what he wants::
SO_Katie says:
::she is wearing a tight suit and a coat:: Self: Perfect ::adjusts her blue collar::
CSO_Bryn says:
::giggles::  Hey....
Host Peddler says:
::walks off::
CNS_Farrel says:
::Spots the bar, and walks over.  Enters the bar, removing her sunglasses, her eyes adjusting from the light outside::
CEO_Russel says:
::follows the Peddler.::
XOMcMer says:
CSO: Well, that didn't take long.... waking up?
CSO_Bryn says:
XO:  What did not take long?  ::reaches up to pull him back into the warm tent::
Host Peddler says:
ACTION : XO hears a faint sound coming from the distance... Like.. a growl??
FCO_Teasley says:
::thinks about what he's going to say and knocks on the door::
CNS_Farrel says:
::Walks over to the bar counter::  Brinstien: Hi there...
Host Peddler says:
::comes around a few corners, hurriedly::
XOMcMer says:
::Tumbles down, back next to CSO:: CSO: You waking up.... er... did you just hear something?
Mr_Brinstien says:
CNS: Hello...what can I help you with....more food...or more drink?
CSO_Bryn says:
XO:  Nope, was missing someone ::Looks up into his eyes with a grin::
Host Peddler says:
::stops in front of an establishment with a big sign::
CNS_Farrel says:
Brinstien: I'll have a papalla juice, with extra bubbles please.
CEO_Russel says:
::stops next to the Peddler.::
SO_Katie says:
::hears the door and goes over to open it:: FCO: Good Morning Joe
XOMcMer says:
CSO: No, I mean I think I just heard something outside of the tent....  ::Just to be sure, reaches up and zips the tent closed::
Host Peddler says:
ACTION : The sign reads Hyper-Suites... Enhance the holosuite experience
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: Hi Katie
Mr_Brinstien says:
CNS: aye...and where would you like to sit....or where are you sitting?
Host Peddler says:
CEO : here in.. You get... Nice.. ::smiles::
TO_Tpal says:
::Gets up and leaves his hotel room to wonder around Risa a bit::
CSO_Bryn says:
::Sits up::  XO:  You heard something?  ::listens intently::
Host Peddler says:
ACTION : Again, the XO hears a growl.. it seems to be coming from the lake..
CNS_Farrel says:
Brinstien: I'll take a seat on the patio please
Host Peddler says:
ACTION : Bryn, howeve3r, does not
CEO_Russel says:
Peddler:  Enhanced holosuites?
SO_Katie says:
FCO: I had fun yesterday, care to join me hunting today?
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: Hunt what?
XOMcMer says:
CSO: Yes, from over there, the direction of the pond.   There again... hear it?
Host Peddler says:
CEO : Yes, yes.. Go in.. you.. ::rushes off, looking for more costumers..
CEO_Russel says:
::Enters the establishment.::
Mr_Brinstien says:
CNS: The Patio....aye...::eye looks down at his son gobbling up the food....:: any food for you?
TO_Tpal says:
::walking down a city street::
Host Tribok says:
ACTION : A small Ferengi approaches the CEO
CSO_Bryn says:
::Looks at him and slowly shakes her head::  XO:  I didn't hear anything.  Are you sure it is not your stomach?
SO_Katie says:
FCO:I don't know, that’s half the fun. There is a hunting ground set up not far from here, I told them to..induldge
XOMcMer says:
CSO: I know the safety briefing is, stay inside the tent, after all its tear proof and a wild animal couldn't get through, but aren't you curious?
Host Tribok says:
CEO : welcome.. I am Tribok, owner of this establishment.. May I help you?
CNS_Farrel says:
::Thinking for a moment:: Brinstien: Umm, no thanks, just the drink for now.
SO_Katie says:
FCO:They have everything...except felines ::smiles::
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: I would hope
CEO_Russel says:
Tribok:  Good morning.  I was wondering what programs you had.
SO_Katie says:
FCO:Of course we will never actually kill them...one of the burdens of being civilized
Mr_Brinstien says:
::Shows the CNS to her seat...and then goes to get her a drink::
CSO_Bryn says:
::gets up on her knees and wraps her arms around his neck::  XO:  Me thinks it is time to feed you.
Host Tribok says:
CEO : Programs?? Oh.. You are thinking holosuites.. ::smiles:: My friend.. This is much, much better... As for programs.. Anything you want.. We have..
XOMcMer says:
::Kissing CSO in reply::
SO_Katie says:
FCO:So, care to join me?
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: Back home in winter we'd hunt animals for sport
CEO_Russel says:
::thinks for little.::  Tribok:  Anything?
Host Tribok says:
ACTION : This time, a splash of water is heard in the distance.. This time by both the CSO and XO
CSO_Bryn says:
::Returns the kiss, pulling him back down to the blankets::
SO_Katie says:
FCO:You used weapons?
Mr_Brinstien says:
::grabs the bottle of drink...and makes sure there are extra bubbles....pours it...and walks to where the CNS is sitting:: CNS: here you go ::puts the drink on the CNS's table::
CNS_Farrel says:
::Nods to brinstien, takes a seat at a table with a cream colored sun umbrella on the sunlit patio.  Looks around at the tropical flowers and plants around her, their sweet smells filling the air::
TO_Tpal says:
::noticing Russell, goes over to see him::
Host Tribok says:
::grins:: CEO : Anything..
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: Nothing real fancy
CEO_Russel says:
Tribok:  I need something relaxing.
SO_Katie says:
FCO:We don't use any weapons, we are at the same level as the other animals
CNS_Farrel says:
Brinstien: Ah thank you very much ::smiles, and raises the glass taking a sip:: Mmm, delicious!
Mr_Brinstien says:
::activates the table monitor...reveling all the foods and drinks currently available along with their prices....and goes back to the bar and sits with his son::
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: So you just pin them in a corner
Host Tribok says:
CEO : Ahhh I have got just the thing.... Imagine...
TO_Tpal says:
::Seeing a Ferengi talking to Russel, goes over to talk with them::
CNS_Farrel says:
::takes another sip of her juice through an orange twisty straw, watches some birds fly by overhead, chirping::
SO_Katie says:
FCO:A corner, a tree...we use what we find..it will be interesting to hunt with too. I never met any decent human hunter
Host Tribok says:
CEO : Imagine.. A planet filled with women... And.. you’re the only male around...
TO_Tpal says:
::without thinking makes a prejudice remark::CEO: what are you being swindled out of today
Host Tribok says:
::notices the new Costumer:: TO : Hello.. Can I help you?
Host Nausicaan says:
::walks into Mr. Brinstien's Bar::
CEO_Russel says:
TO:  Morning.
Mr_Brinstien says:
::Notices the security officers walking over to the bar....and realizes their shift is over....::
Host Tribok says:
::frowns:: TO : Hey!!!
CNS_Farrel says:
::Starts humming to herself softly, admiring the view of the beach from the patio::
Host Tribok says:
CEO, TO : I run a respectable establishment... CEO : Now.. Where were we?
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: Really?
Mr_Brinstien says:
::notices the new shift coming on duty...and the Nausicaan....::
Host Tribok says:
ACTION : Out of nowhere, the XO and CSO's tent is splashed with water.. Lots of it.. Enough to make the tent shake
Host Nausicaan says:
::looks at Starfleet:: Mr. Brinstien: Starfleet always fearful of Nausicaans!
SO_Katie says:
FCO:Shall we then?
TO_Tpal says:
Tribok: My apologies, I’m interested in a new holodeck program, you sell anything like that?
CEO_Russel says:
Tribok:  We were talking about relaxation.
SO_Katie says:
::starts walking down the hall to the turbo lift::
CSO_Bryn says:
::Pauses as she hears some water::  XO:  I did not know the forecast was for rain?
Host Tribok says:
TO : From your attitude.. I would think you wouldn't want to buy anything from me.. a "swindler" as you called me..
XOMcMer says:
::Jerking up from the covers:: CSO: What?  Ok, there is definitely something going on out there!
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: Let's shall
FCO_Teasley says:
::follows Katie::
Host Tribok says:
CEO  :Ah yes... Yes.. The planet of women.. How does that sound?
Mr_Brinstien says:
Nausicaan: Too true...don't understand why....what will you drink...?
CSO_Bryn says:
::Holds onto him::  XO:  Wait...
XOMcMer says:
CSO: Don't worry...
TO_Tpal says:
Tribok: I may have made a false judgment, please forgive me.
SO_Katie says:
FCO:A transport should be waiting for us downstairs
CEO_Russel says:
Tribok:  Well... that's not really what I had in mind.
CSO_Bryn says:
::drags out her pack and digs into the bottom of it, pulling out a tricorder::
XOMcMer says:
::Hollering loud enough to be heard outside the tent:: ALL: Ok, who's out there?
Mr_Brinstien says:
::hands the duty officers their drinks....::
CSO_Bryn says:
::Opens it up and begins to scan around the area::
Host Tribok says:
TO : Hmmm.. Very well... I will be with you in a moment.. Please, feel free to browse our catalog.. ::hands him a PADD::
SO_Katie says:
FCO:Since you are here perhaps we can send the pilot home
CNS_Farrel says:
::continues humming to herself, taking sips of her juice::
XOMcMer says:
::Looking over at Bryn, waiting for tricorder returns...::
Host Tribok says:
ACTION : Nothing comes up on the CSO's scans::
Host Tribok says:
CEO : Then.. What??
Host Nausicaan says:
Mr. Brinstien: Aldebaren whiskey
TO_Tpal says:
::Scrolling up and down finds a few flying simulations::Self: nothing I can't program myself.
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: Yeah
Mr_Brinstien says:
Nausicaan: Very well...will you have a seat?
CSO_Bryn says:
::Looks at the XO::  Nothing on my scans.
SO_Katie says:
::as they reach the hotel lobby, she exits the TL and heads for the street::
XOMcMer says:
CSO: You doing a full 360?
CEO_Russel says:
Tribok:  Actually, I don't think I feel like being inside, even if it's an holodeck.
Host Nausicaan says:
Mr. Brinstien: Nausicaans always stand, feeble Starfleet always have to sit down
Host Tribok says:
ACTION : Two large thuds are heard from outside the tent, as part of it becomes shadowed....
Mr_Brinstien says:
::Grabs the Nausicaan a large mug of Aldebaren whiskey::
CSO_Bryn says:
::Gives him an annoyed look::  XO:  Of course...
XOMcMer says:
CSO: There always has to be something to screw up our leave!  ::Giving outside the tent a very dirty look::
SO_Katie says:
FCO:There it is ::points to a small shuttle, a bit smaller than Starfleet's shuttles but the design is similar::
CSO_Bryn says:
XO:  Are you sure it is not rain?  ::opens up the back flap to look out the screen.
CEO_Russel says:
Tribok:  I think I'll get on my way.  I might come back some other time.
CNS_Farrel says:
self: Hmm, what should I do today...?  
Mr_Brinstien says:
Nausicaan: Yes....too true...they look nice....we have a standing room in there....all my weapons from battle...if you'd like to look::
Host Tribok says:
CEO : Ah.. But.. it's so much more... Come.. Let me take you on a demonstration... TO : You care to come as well?
Ensign_Sarin says:
::Walks down the Risan street and steps up onto the porch before Brinstien's bar, pausing a moment to readjust her dress::
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: After you
TO_Tpal says:
Tribok: Sure.
Mr_Brinstien says:
::Hands the Nausicaan his drink...and smiles down at his son::
XOMcMer says:
::Digging into pile of climbing equipment for rope::
CEO_Russel says:
Tribok:  Why not.
Host Tribok says:
ACTION : In front of the CSO stands a large green creature, with 4 members like fins, and a long neck... it stares a her, through red eyes for a second
CSO_Bryn says:
::glances back at him::  XO:  What are you up to?
Ensign_Sarin says:
::Notices the lone Starfleet officer at a table and walks over to Farrel, resting her hands on the back of a chair:: CNS: Is this seat taken?  ::Smiles::
XOMcMer says:
CSO: Well is something out there or not?
SO_Katie says:
::tells the shuttle pilot who is standing outside that he is not needed. Enters the shuttle and sits on the chair by the pilot's seat:;
CSO_Bryn says:
::turns back around quickly::  XO:  Ummm... Jason... umm... hmm... you might want to see this.
CNS_Farrel says:
::Decides to spend the day on the beach....and then after a relaxing massage around early evening...::
Host Tribok says:
ACTION : After the few seconds, the creature hurries back to the lake, with large thuds, and disappears under the water, leaving a huge trail in the water
Host Tribok says:
ACTION : Of course, the XO never saw it
FCO_Teasley says:
::sits in the pilot seat::
CNS_Farrel says:
Sarin: Oh, hi there!  No, please have a seat ::smiles::
Host Tribok says:
CEO, TO : Good, good.. Come with me...
Host Nausicaan says:
Mr. Brinstien: Ahhhh, good whiskey! ::looks over at the Starfleet officers:: Starfleet to weak to drink this
XOMcMer says:
CSO: Ok, let me out and lets check this out  ::Carrying the coil of rope with him...::
CSO_Bryn says:
::Looks back into the red eyes and gives the creature a tentative smile::  Ummm....  Creature:  Hello.
SO_Katie says:
::points to a screen:: FCO:Here is the hunting resort, as you can see, its very big, we can choose any spot
Host Tribok says:
::walks off, through a door, and into a large room with 2 reclinable chairs in it:: CEO, TO : Please.. Have a seat..
CSO_Bryn says:
XO:  Go out?!?  You nuts?
FCO_Teasley says:
::closes the hatch::
CNS_Farrel says:
::Glances inside the bar from her patio table to see who’s loud booming voice she can hear, then sees the nausicaan::
Mr_Brinstien says:
Nausicaan: You would be surprised...we had a human fella who came in here last night.....drank 3 bottles of that stuff before it even started to work on him...
CEO_Russel says:
::Sits in the chair.::
XOMcMer says:
CSO: Well, what was it?
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: I see
Mr_Brinstien says:
::notices the CNS:: CNS: Ready to eat?
Ensign_Sarin says:
::Pulls the chair out and sits down, then tries to gesture for Mr. Brinstien:: CNS: How's your stay here been?
FCO_Teasley says:
::initiates pre-start sequence::
Host Nausicaan says:
Mr. Brinstien: ::Grunts:: where is he now? under the table? ::looks down::
Host Tribok says:
::brings out the cortical interfaces::
SO_Katie says:
FCO:So, whenever your ready we can go
SO_Katie says:
FCO:We can choose where to land when we get there
CSO_Bryn says:
XO:  Well, it was sort of big... and green.  and had fins.  A long neck and red eyes.
Host Tribok says:
CEO, TO : Gentleman.. Prepare for the ride of your lives....
Mr_Brinstien says:
::laughs loudly:: Nausicaan: nah...we dragged him out last night....
CNS_Farrel says:
Sarin: It's been amazing!  my first time here, I’ve never felt so relaxed.  How about yourself, you from a starship?
XOMcMer says:
CSO: Any signs of any large teeth, claws, tentacles, or etc?
FCO_Teasley says:
::takes the shuttle up::
Mr_Brinstien says:
::moves over to sarin....and nods back:: Sarin: what will it be?
CSO_Bryn says:
::Looks down at her tricorder::  XO:  What I don't get was why it did not register.
Host Nausicaan says:
::Laughs out loudly:: Mr. Brinstien: Humans!, weaklings of Quadrant!,
XOMcMer says:
CSO: Is it still outside?
Host Tribok says:
::attaches a cortical interface at the CEO and TO's necks::
CSO_Bryn says:
XO: Of course it is still outside, where else would it be?
Mr_Brinstien says:
Nausicaan: Mostly yes.....though I have had some really mess up this bar before....
FCO_Teasley says:
::scans the area::SO: There's a good spot
Ensign_Sarin says:
::Looks up at Brinstien and smiles:: Brinstien: I'd like my usual snack.   CNS: Nope, no starship for me.  I'm one of the lucky few to be 'stationed' here.  ::Shakes her head:: And they call this work!
SO_Katie says:
::looks outside the window seeing the wonderful scenery of Risa::FCO: I could stay here forever
Host Nausicaan says:
::takes another gulp of Aldebaren Whiskey:: Mr. Brinstien: More!
XOMcMer says:
::Trying to get to look out, even though the CSO is in the way:: CSO: Well, let me see.
Ensign_Sarin says:
CNS: I take it you're from a starship, though?  Where do you hail from?
Host Tribok says:
ACTION : The ripples in the lake created by the creature created small waves that gently crash on the lake shore
Mr_Brinstien says:
::Hands the Ensign a Diribian Debwaber.....and a glass of Ale:: Ens: there ya go....
SO_Katie says:
FCO:Yes, that seems like a good spot, lots of trees
Host Tribok says:
ACTION : In a moment, the room the CEO and TO are in disappears..
CSO_Bryn says:
::sits back with a sigh::  XO:  It is not right out the tent at the moment.  It went into the lake I think.
CNS_Farrel says:
Brinstien: Could I have a slice of Risan watermelon please? ::turning back to sarin:: Sarin: Wow must be great...what do you do exactly then?
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: Hang on
FCO_Teasley says:
::pushes the white button::
XOMcMer says:
CSO: Well, that’s a good sign....  Come on, let me out!
Mr_Brinstien says:
CNS: How many inches?
Host Tribok says:
ACTION : They find themselves in a dark room. The walls are stone, and there are bars covering the only free side of the cell
Mr_Brinstien says:
<exchange inches for CM.>
CEO_Russel says:
TO;  Interesting, a jail simulation.
SO_Katie says:
::watches as the shuttle goes down::
CSO_Bryn says:
::Turns to look at the front flap::  XO:  I'm not stopping you, though I think your nuts.
CNS_Farrel says:
Sarin: the USS Artemis ::Looks up at brinstein:: Brinstien: Umm...7 please.
Host Tribok says:
ACTION : They can smell the moldy air, and sense the chilly wind that seems to blow from the entrance of the cell
TO_Tpal says:
CEO: Cortical interfaces proved faulty in the past, take precaution.
Mr_Brinstien says:
::nods to his wife....to get a 7....::
Host Tribok says:
ACTION : From outside, a familiar figure appears... A Jem-Hadar soldier
FCO_Teasley says:
::takes the shuttle to the area::
XOMcMer says:
::Going around CSO, which is a certain amount of fun on its own, then getting out of the tent, Jason then stands up, facing the pond, and starts to make a loop with the rope::
Host Tribok says:
<JH> CEO, TO : Hah.. You already awake??? Good!!!
Mr_Brinstien says:
<Barmaid> ::puts the slice on a plate...and hands it to the CNS:: CNS: There ya go love
CEO_Russel says:
::looks at the Jem'Hadar.::
SO_Katie says:
FCO:Look, there's a small clearing ::points::
TO_Tpal says:
::Wishes he had a phaser::
Ensign_Sarin says:
CNS: I help "keep the peace."  You know, convince the ...more raucous guests ::Tips her head toward the Nausicaan for a second:: from disturbing everyone else who vacations here.
CNS_Farrel says:
::Thanks the barmaid and takes a bit of the juicy watermelon::
TO_Tpal says:
::wait I do, but not a simulated one::
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: Got it::takes the ship down::
CSO_Bryn says:
::grabs one of Jason's shirts to throw on, then follows behind him::
Host Tribok says:
ACTION : Search as he might, the To finds no weapons whatsoever in his body... Only  some clothes that look more like rags..
XOMcMer says:
::Seeing CSO coming out, trying not to take too long admiring her in his shirt:: CSO: I'm glad you decided to come out.  If things start to happen it might be better out here.
CNS_Farrel says:
::finishing her bite:: Sarin: Interesting, you must have plenty of unique experiences here then
Ensign_Sarin says:
::Thinks a moment:: CNS: Artemis... I don't think I know anyone there.  You been with her long?
CEO_Russel says:
TO:  Maybe I should have taken the desperate women simulation.
XOMcMer says:
CSO: Still have the tricorder?
Mr_Brinstien says:
<Barmaid> ::takes her son in her arms....and hugs him tightly.....then tells him its ok to go out and play with his friends...but to be home before dark::
CSO_Bryn says:
XO:  That is debatable.  What do you intend to do?  ::points her chin towards the lake::  This is Risa.  Maybe it is one of the inhabitants?
Host Tribok says:
ACTION : The JH soldier Opens the cell, and points a phaser at the CEO and TO:: Come.. It is work time..
XOMcMer says:
::Looping the rope, and doing a knot, a very recognizable Lasso results...::
CEO_Russel says:
::walks out of the cell.::
TO_Tpal says:
CEO: You distract him, I’ll go for the nerve pinch...
FCO_Teasley says:
::lands the ship and opens the hatch::
CNS_Farrel says:
::Laughs:: Sarin: Actually I was just assigned to the Artemis just before arriving at Risa.  Have yet to meet all the crew...
CSO_Bryn says:
::Reaches back in and grabs the tricorder::  XO:  For all the good it seems to do.
Host Tribok says:
ACTION : In the distance, a whaling sound is heard by the CSO and XO
SO_Katie says:
::waits for the shuttle to touch down::
XOMcMer says:
CSO: Well, first why don't you scan the pond and see if maybe something in there shielded it from the tricorder.
CEO_Russel says:
TO:  Maybe we should wait a little.
TO_Tpal says:
::Realizing the futility::CEO: Never mind.
Host Nausicaan says:
Ensign Sarin: Human, play dom-Jot with me
Ensign_Sarin says:
::Takes a drink of refreshment then sets the glass down abruptly:: CNS: Then what were you doing here? This is the perfect time to meet 'em all better.
Mr_Brinstien says:
::notices the Nausicaans low mug:: Nausicaan: another for you?
CNS_Farrel says:
Sarin: so who- ::Stops short as she sees the Nausicaan towering over their table addressing Sarin::
SO_Katie says:
::as soon as the shuttle lands, she speaks:: FCO:After we leave the shuttle we are on our own, ready?
CSO_Bryn says:
::adjusts the scanner, then aims it at the pond, slowly directing it along::
Host Nausicaan says:
Mr. Brinstien: ::grunts shaking his head 'yes'::
Host Jem says:
::as the CEO and TO walk out, the JH pushes them with the butt of his phaser through dark corridors, also covered in stone::
XOMcMer says:
::Looking to CSO:: CSO: Anything on the tricorder?
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: Let's rock and roll
Mr_Brinstien says:
::Grabs the glass out of the Nausicaan's hand...refils it ...and hands it back to him::
TO_Tpal says:
CEO: Keep the receipt, you should take this back.
Host Jem says:
::brings the butt of his phaser o the TO's head:: No talking!!!
Ensign_Sarin says:
::Look uuuuppp at the Nausicaan:: Nausicaan: No way, Nausicaan.  You don't lose happily and I'm tired of supplying you with tissue boxes..  ::Rubs her shoulder thoughtfully and turns back to Farrel:: CNS: Do you know where any of your future-friend are, here?
CSO_Bryn says:
XO:  Nope... not a signal other then simple life forms, a few fish... the usual you would find in an outdoor pond.
SO_Katie says:
::smiles with anticipation. Jumps out of her seat and exits the shuttle. Looks around::
Host Jem says:
ACTION : TO can actually feel the pain from the blunt::
Host Nausicaan says:
Mr. Brinstien: ::gulps a few swigs from the glass:: Ahhhh, goooodd ::wipes his mouth with the sleeve of Ensign Sarin::
XOMcMer says:
CSO: Sigh, what did I tell you about something coming down the stream!!!
CNS_Farrel says:
Sarin: No...your right though...I had hoped some of the crew would be here at the bar, or at the beach, but so far no luck...they seem to have all disappeared.
CSO_Bryn says:
::Looks at the sun slowly rising in the sky::  XO:  OK, we have two choices.  One, find out what is going on or two, find another camp site... and don't give me that monster nonsense ::glares at him::
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: Did you hear something?
XOMcMer says:
CSO: Or three we can report it to the Risans and have them deal with it.
CSO_Bryn says:
XO:  Well we should do that with either one of the fore mentioned choices.
TO_Tpal says:
CEO: This is actually realistic, you should keep it, but download some new programs
Host Jem says:
::pushes the CEO ant TO up a stair, also made of stone, and they come to a door, that opens to reveal a sandy desert... :: JH : Go!
Mr_Brinstien says:
::sees a forger....from across the street....butts heads with his Klingon friend::
SO_Katie says:
::whispers:: FCO:yes I did, over there ::points to where the sound came from::
Ensign_Sarin says:
::Blinks disconcerted for a minute, then looks sideways at her sleeve covered in Nausicaan-slobber::  ::Looks up slowly:: Nausicaan: You owe me a new dress...  And of fine draping like this too.    ::Looks to the counselor again:: CNS: So, where were you assigned before the Artemis?
CEO_Russel says:
::walks out the door.::
XOMcMer says:
CSO: I rather like this spot, so I vote for figuring this out.
Host Jem says:
::with his arm, slaps the TO, and sends him reeling through the sand:: TO : I said, no talking!!!!!
XOMcMer says:
CSO: Plus you know how stubborn I can be....
Host Jem says:
ACTION : TO can see trickles of blood coming out of his mouth::
CEO_Russel says:
::sees the TO's blood.::
CSO_Bryn says:
::makes a slightly rude noise::  XO:  That is a given.  OK.... yea who loves to skinny dip... what’s your plan?
CNS_Farrel says:
::Trying not to be distracted as the nausicaan hangs around their table:: Sarin: I worked for Starfleet at Earth for a couple years....doing administration and some counseling
Host Nausicaan says:
::puts his dom-jot stick away:: Mr. Brinstien: No fun these Federation!, Hahahahahaha, we drink some more!
XOMcMer says:
::Looking around at the ground for tracks from the beast:: CSO: Where did you see it?  What spot?
FCO_Teasley says:
::looks and sees a wing::
TO_Tpal says:
TO: Wipes the green blood from his mouth
CEO_Russel says:
::Thinks: that's not right...::
Mr_Brinstien says:
Nausicaan: aye...do you drink Klingon Bloodwine?
CSO_Bryn says:
::Points to the other side of the tent where a small back window remains opened, with a screen across it.::
Host Nausicaan says:
Mr. Brinstien: 2324? Ahhhhh, good!!
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: I'll check it out
SO_Katie says:
::stands very still, watching, fighting to keep her claws away::
Host Jem says:
::returns to the door:: JH : Go.. Exercise... ::a evil grin comes to his face, as he closes the door behind them::
CEO_Russel says:
::looks around.::
XOMcMer says:
::Stepping around, looking at the ground for tracks and such, but also keeping a eye out for..... whatever!::
Mr_Brinstien says:
Nausicaan: Good....grab one of those Iron mugs...we're going to open another barrel...::goes to the back...opens one up.....and he dips his mug into it::
XOMcMer says:
CSO: Tell me when I'm getting warm.
SO_Katie says:
FCO:You aren't having all the fun ::joins him::
Host JemHadar says:
ACTION : In the sun, the CEo and TO rapidly begin to sweat
CEO_Russel says:
TO:  This is too realistic.
Host JemHadar says:
ACTION : XO finds large dragging marks on the floor.. 4 sets of them
TO_Tpal says:
CEO: I am inclined to agree
CSO_Bryn says:
XO:  There.  If you get any closer you will be standing in its spot.
Host Nausicaan says:
::Grabs the iron mug, dips down into the barrel, splashing the floor, takes a sip:: Mr. Brinstien: Ahhhhh, good!
FCO_Teasley says:
::heads in::
SO_Katie says:
::opens her yellow eyes wide, seeing the winged animal...well not really its still half hidden::
TO_Tpal says:
CEO: Some R&R...
XOMcMer says:
CSO: OK, I see some marks now.  ::Starts following them back towards water, twirling the rope as he walks...::
Ensign_Sarin says:
CNS: Ohh... On Earth, huh?  I heard it's really nice there.
Mr_Brinstien says:
Nausicaan: well drink to your fill....I get these complimentary...from the Klingon empire...
FCO_Teasley says:
::sees a huge rock and heads for it::
Host JemHadar says:
ACTION : Within a few minutes, the sun starts shining at both the CEO and TO's skins...
Host JemHadar says:
<stinging>
CEO_Russel says:
::smiles.:: TO:  Well I'm convinced.  This is better than a holodeck.  But how do we stop it?
Host Nausicaan says:
::eyes wide open:: Mr. Brinstien: Ahh, my friend! we drink tonight!!
SO_Katie says:
::wonders what the FCO is up to::
CSO_Bryn says:
::Puts her hands on her hips::  XO:  And what do you plan to do with it if you catch it?  Not to mention, how would you like to be caught.  ::points at the water::  That could be his home ya know.
TO_Tpal says:
CEO: There’s the problem... is the Ferengi here
FCO_Teasley says:
::gets on top and sees the creature::
SO_Katie says:
::Whispers::FCO:I could try to climb that tree and jump on top of it, then you could immobilized its wings
CSO_Bryn says:
::goes into the tent and digs around looking for her com badge::
CNS_Farrel says:
Sarin: Yes, San Francisco is a beautiful city.  that's where I was stationed...so, tell me a little about Risa?  what do visitors usually do when they come here?
XOMcMer says:
CSO: We've been playing in that pond for a couple of days, and your tricorder showed fish right?  No that's not its home..
Host JemHadar says:
ACTION : The CEO and TO are becoming too uncomfortable.. They are feeling what seems to be signs of intense dehydration..
CEO_Russel says:
::yells.:: Tribok: You! Ferengi!  We've seen enough!
Host Nausicaan says:
::slaps Mr. Brinstien on the back, almost knocking him into the bloodwine barrel:: Mr. Brinstien: hahahaha!!
Host JemHadar says:
ACTION : No reply to the CEO
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: Go for it
CEO_Russel says:
::looks around for shadow from the prison entrance.::
Mr_Brinstien says:
::Stands firm.....::
Host JemHadar says:
ACTION : But the scorching wind that blows through the sand..
XOMcMer says:
::Cautiously going near the pond, looking into the clear waters for any sign of the creature..::
Host JemHadar says:
ACTION : It is "noon". No shadow where they can safely stand under
Mr_Brinstien says:
::Taps glasses again....and drinks it down::
CSO_Bryn says:
::voice slightly muffled as she searches::  XO:  Have you not heard of natural adaptation?  Maybe it is its normal home.  Maybe it was out for awhile and got back home.
TO_Tpal says:
CEO: He's probably mad at me
CEO_Russel says:
TO:  So, we walk or try to get back in?
Host JemHadar says:
ACTION : Suddenly, and quickly, the green giant form comes up from under the water right in front of the XO, and gnarls
CSO_Bryn says:
::Crawls out the door with the badge in her hand.  Activates it::
SO_Katie says:
::finally gets her claws out and starts climbing a tree, she reaches the top very fast and sees the wyvern right beneath a branch::
XOMcMer says:
CSO: And who was it that said the Risan had certified this site as safe?
Host Nausicaan says:
::splashes down into the barrel for more bloodwine::
CSO_Bryn says:
XO:  Jason!!  Watch out!
Ensign_Sarin says:
CNS: Visitors... can do just about anything they enjoy, but better, here.  There are the beaches, 'jungles,' all sorts of activities and stores to shop at, beautiful hotels..  It is the resort world of the quadrant, after all. ::Grins::
CEO_Russel says:
::Walks to the door.::
TO_Tpal says:
CEO: The odds of survival are much higher if we walked through the desert
SO_Katie says:
Self:well, you seem very sure of your self, don't you. You'll be sorry
FCO_Teasley says:
::places rocks on the wings carefully::
Host JemHadar says:
ACTION : With a flip of it's arm flipper, the green creature slaps the XO into the water
CEO_Russel says:
TO:  We won't get far.
CNS_Farrel says:
Sarin: Yes, I was thinking about going down to the beach for the afternoon, and then a massage later in the evening.
XOMcMer says:
::As beast come up, Jason drops the rope loop over its head and then dives sideways, staying on land... as Jason hits the gound he gives the rope a jerk and then keeps rolling::
SO_Katie says:
::jumps on top of the animal falling with all her 4 pawns on it::
TO_Tpal says:
CEO: Further than going to the door than stopping.
Host JemHadar says:
ACTION : TO and CEO are finding it increasingly difficult to stay conscious
FCO_Teasley says:
::places to rocks on::
TO_Tpal says:
CEO:Even if we got through the door there are a million JH point phasers at us
CEO_Russel says:
::falls to his knees.::
SO_Katie says:
::looks at the animal::FCO:Have you ever eaten one of these?
Mr_Brinstien says:
::puts his cup down....and goes to make sure everyone is satisfied...::
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: No
CEO_Russel says:
TO: Woa... dizzy.
CNS_Farrel says:
::Finishes the last bite of watermelon::
TO_Tpal says:
:: Seeing his weaker human companion fall decides to take it easy, maybe I'll last another 5.::
CSO_Bryn says:
::Watches Jason find himself in the water and heads over toward him::  COMM:  Artemis:  This is Lt. Bryn.  Get a lock on our location and scan the area for various life forms within a 10 meter radius.
Ensign_Sarin says:
CNS: Well, you'll love it.  The beach is beautiful. There are usually some volleyball games going on, if you were interested?   And the masseuses here are excellent.
Nausicaan is now known as CO_Ross.
SO_Katie says:
::at the same time she takes a small hypo from a pocket and administrates a fluid to the animal::
Host JemHadar says:
ACTION : TO's eyes begin to slowly close... As he fights to stay conscious..
Host CO_Ross says:
::exits his quarters and heads for Main Engineering, wanting to visit it as he hadn’t been there since returning to the ship::
CEO_Russel says:
::looses consciousness.::
TO_Tpal says:
::Slips into unconsciousness::
SO_Katie says:
FCO:There, it will be asleep for a few minutes. I was wondering if you had lunch plans ::grins::
CNS_Farrel says:
Sarin: Oh I love volleyball! hehe, haven’t' played it since my academy days...
Host JemHadar says:
ACTION : The green creature turns towards where the XO was at, and quickly reaches it's position
XOMcMer says:
::Standing up in shallow water and quickly moving over to a rock to tie off the rope,,, choosing a very large rock::
XOMcMer says:
::Climbing up higher on dry land, keeping back from creature;; CSO: I think its time to call the Risans!
CSO_Bryn says:
::looks in disbelief as even the ships sensors can not pick up anything.  Looks over toward Jason.::  XO:  I don't suppose this is someone's idea of a practical joke...
Host JemHadar says:
::with a flick of it's tail, the XO is thrown further down to deeper water... He feels somewhat dizzy from the blow::
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: I do now
XOMcMer says:
CSO: Do you see me laughing??
Host JemHadar says:
ACTION : Slowly, the CEo and To come too... In the Hypersuite room
Ensign_Sarin says:
CNS: I hear they have some pretty competitive games, often by starship crews.  There are easier, and free-for-all games too.  Want to go hit one?
Mr_Brinstien says:
::looks around the bar.....:: ALL: Well..my son Damius will be coming in now...to suit your pleasures...please ask him all you need and want....
CSO_Bryn says:
::Nods::  COMM:  Risa official:  This is Lt. Bryn of the USS Artemis, located at coordinates 37.22.  We have an unusual guest and require your assistance.
SO_Katie says:
FCO:You see, hen I said I didn't kill them that wasn't exactly the case....I always save one for me...and now I'm getting hungry
CNS_Farrel says:
::smiling:: Sarin: Sure, lets go check it out!
CEO_Russel says:
::looks around the hypersuite room.::
CSO_Bryn says:
XO:  No one ever said practical jokes were humorous on the individual it is perpetrated upon.
Mr_Brinstien says:
::Nods to his friends....takes out his phaser rifle from under the bar....and walks out the door::
SO_Katie says:
::gets another hypo::FCO:This one should kill it fast and painlessly
SO_Katie says:
::administrates it::
TO_Tpal says:
CEO: I am glad we are out of that...
Ensign_Sarin says:
::Stands up and shoves her chair back under the table::
Host JemHadar says:
ACTION : As the XO comes out of the water, the large creature turns away, heading for deep water.... Easily, it drags the large rock with it, until it disappears off the face of the lake....
CEO_Russel says:
TO:  Same here.
CNS_Farrel says:
::Stands as well::
Host CO_Ross says:
?nick RisanSec
SO_Katie says:
FCO: Now, we need to set up a fire and keep the other animals away..and hope this one didn't have any angry family members
Host Tribok says:
CEO : To : Are.. Are you alright??
Host Tribok says:
CEO, TO : I am sorry...
Mr_Brinstien says:
::Walks over to the polygraph station to check on any planetary problems::
XOMcMer says:
::As quickly as he can, Jason heads towards Kayan, exiting the water....looking very disgusted::
Host Tribok says:
We.. We had a little problem.. The program stopped responding...
Host RisanSec says:
COMM: lt. Kayan: This is Risan Security, understood we are enroute
CSO_Bryn says:
::watching the rock follow behind the creature, concerned::  XO:  Jason, you can't leave the creature with that rope around it.  The rope could get caught and harm him.
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: I hope not
XOMcMer says:
::The rock trailing behind the creature was leaving an interesting wake trailing the creature...::
CSO_Bryn says:
XO:  Security is on their way.
TO_Tpal says:
Tribok, you could have clicked end task :)
Host Tribok says:
ACTION : After a few minutes, both the creature and the rock are nowhere to be seen
Ensign_Sarin says:
::Walks with Farrel off the patio and toward the beach:: CNS: This is your first time here?
CEO_Russel says:
Tribok:  Just get this thing off my neck!
FCO_Teasley says:
::looks around::
SO_Katie says:
FCO:We should have all we need on the shuttle. Keep an eye out while I go and get something to light the fire with
XOMcMer says:
CSO: You know, right at this moment I'm not all that concerned about IT being harmed  ::Shaking water off and trying to take stock of all his cuts, bruises, and whatever...::
Host Tribok says:
CEO : Certainly... ::removes the cortical interface::
Host RisanSec says:
::The Risan shuttle hovers then sets down next to the camp of the Artemis Officers::
CSO_Bryn says:
::Looks annoyed at him::
CNS_Farrel says:
::Nodding:: Sarin: yes it is, though I came down to the beach yesterday
CEO_Russel says:
::Stands up.::
XOMcMer says:
::Waving at the Risan's, and walking over to them...::
CSO_Bryn says:
::Looks over at security and walks over to them, not noting her current dress::
Host RisanSec says:
::The shuttle doors open, and a Risan Security Officer exits:: Lt. Kayan: What is the problem here lt.?
TO_Tpal says:
edit :) line
Mr_Brinstien says:
::Reads about the few bar fights...and an unexplained report on sector Gablalian::
Host Tribok says:
CEO : Again, accept my humblest apologies... Here.. Two vouchers.. Valid for three Hypersuite sessions next time you come here... ::smiles::
SO_Katie says:
::goes over to the shuttle and gets a small lighter. Then goes back::
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: Sure thing
CSO_Bryn says:
::Quickly briefs security of what they had seen and what since had occurred::
XOMcMer says:
::Looking over to Kayan, yes, how are we going to explain this!
XOMcMer says:
::
CSO_Bryn says:
::Points toward the direction the creature went::
Ensign_Sarin says:
CNS: How much longer will you all be here, do you think?
TO_Tpal says:
CEO:Next time pick a different program.
Host RisanSec says:
::Looks at the Lt. in a quizzical manner::
Host Tribok says:
ACTION : The Risan Security members look somewhat funny at the XO and CSO::
CEO_Russel says:
::takes the voucher.::  TO:  I didn't pick this program.
XOMcMer says:
RisanSec: Yes, I saw it also.
CSO_Bryn says:
::Puts her hands on her hips and looks up at the official::  RisanSec:  Why are you looking at me like that?
Mr_Brinstien says:
::Takes the next shuttle to make sure the security is ok::
TO_Tpal says:
CEO: Well that Ferengi has strange sales tactics then
SO_Katie says:
::yells::FCO:Start gathering some wood, but keep an eye on the wyvern
CNS_Farrel says:
::Pushes back a pair of lush green leaves as they walk to down the path to the beach:: Sarin: Two weeks.
Host RisanSec says:
Lt. Kayan: Sorry, I've never heard of that type of ...... fish on this planet, do you mind if we scan you for illegal substance abuse?
CEO_Russel says:
::Leaves the room and walks towards the exit.::
FCO_Teasley says:
::yells::SO: All right
CSO_Bryn says:
::If looks could kill, the official would be dead::
Mr_Brinstien says:
::Pilots the shuttle....and start to fly over to the Artemis' campsite::
TO_Tpal says:
::Follows the CEO::
FCO_Teasley says:
::gathers some wood::
CEO_Russel says:
::Exits the building.::
CSO_Bryn says:
RisanSec:  I did not say it was a fish at all.  I am a Starfleet officer and have no illegal substance upon me.  AND... that creature could end up getting hurt with that rope tied to it.
SO_Katie says:
::reaches the place where the animal is and starts setting up a fire::
Host RisanSec says:
::gives instructions to his Lt. to scan the lake for.....unusual life signs::
XOMcMer says:
::Looks again at ground to make sure the signs of the creature were still there::
FCO_Teasley says:
::lays the wood::
XOMcMer says:
::Shows the RisanSec the tracks from the creature.:: RisanSec: I'd also scan for my rope... it might be easier to find than the creature.
Mr_Brinstien says:
::Lands his shuttle...takes out his phaser rifle...and walks over to the RisanSec officers::
CSO_Bryn says:
::Looks from Jason to the security::
Host RisanSec says:
::nods at his Lt. to follow through::
SO_Katie says:
::ignites the lighter::FCO:Now we wait till we have a nice fire. In the mean time, we have to take care of it. Have you ever cleaned an animal to eat?
XOMcMer says:
RisanSec; Would you agree that these tracks are a bit unusual?
Ensign_Sarin says:
CNS: Wow, you're pretty lucky, as most Starfleet officers go.  I know most ships spend but a few days here most often.
Mr_Brinstien says:
RS: Hi there John.....what’s the problem here....::notices the animal tracks::
Host Tribok says:
ACTION : the scanners pick up a portion of rope on the bottom of the lake.
CEO_Russel says:
::Starts walking toward the beach.::
Host RisanSec says:
CSO/XO: Did you say Rope? Did you know that it is illegal to fish on Risa?
FCO_Teasley says:
SO: Yes
TO_Tpal says:
CEO: What kind of trouble do you think the others got into?
SO_Katie says:
::hands the FCO a knife she took from the shuttle:: FCO:Good, personally I use much of my experience dissecting animals
XOMcMer says:
RisanSec: I wasn't fishing, I was throwing a Lasso.
CEO_Russel says:
TO:  I don't know.  But it can't be as bad.
Host Tribok says:
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